FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
water there is a little land, but there are ten and twenty
such little lands.5
And there was one! It appeared that 'the other bank5
was not the other bank at all, but simply an island, one of
the numerous Brekhovsky islands. What a river! Forty-
five kilometres in width. And in the middle the water was
all cut up by islands, large sea-going vessels travel along
the channels and drag little lighters, carrying goods to the
fishers to their homes.
We also had become fishermen, we were going to catch
fish in nets.   We had three nets, while Narso had fifteen.
fils there a lot offish in the Yenisei5? asked my sister Nina.
£Oi!   Many fish used to be', he replied.   'Terrible many
were, but they were thrown up on the shore themselves when
in the spring they came down like a dam.5
"What, Narso, the fish themselves got on to the bank3?
Nina asked inquisitively.
cOi, Oi! Lots of beluga used to live here. There were
few steamers, the beluga used to go into the water, the little
fish were terribly afraid of them, and in the shallow places
they got stranded and pushed right on to the shore. But
here we must stop5, the Neniets finished.
The nets were swiftly thrown overboard. We returned
home tired, but as soon as it was barely light next morning
we went out again, but without papa, to look at the nets.
We began with Narso3 s nets. In the first five nets there were
five small pike, in the second five were four pike, and in the
third five there were none at all.
We rowed to our own nets.   We drew them up, and every
net was full of sterlet; from all the nets we collected a
hundred good, tasty fish.
Narso was indignant.
'Why is this?5 he cried to me,    'The nets you've got are
like mine, but your father must be a Russian shaman, you've
got so many fish.5
We laughed merrily, but Narso suddenly stood up in the
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